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Clean Air Communities
Clean Air Communities is a new community advocacy and support group seeking responsible science-based
change to protect communities from air pollution exposure. Our immediate focus is on residential
woodsmoke/solid fuel combustion pollution, the greatest source of air pollution in Melbourne and a major
source in Victoria. As it emanates from homes and backyards it impacts where we live and breathe the most,
affecting the wood burners, their families and neighbours alike.
We recognise and are concerned about all sources of air pollution, but due to the lack of community and
government awareness and action on woodsmoke, we are called to focus our efforts and this submission on
woodsmoke.
We advocate for the phasing out and elimination of highly polluting discretionary residential solid fuel
combustion/wood burning. We now have safer, more affordable, sustainable alternatives.
Impacts of burning wood, harming health and wellbeing, environment and climate, are too costly for our
community and future generations who will be impacted.
We all have a right to breathe clean fresh air, everywhere, all the time.

“Because no matter who we are or where we come from, we're
all entitled to the basic human rights of clean air to breathe,
clean water to drink, and healthy land to call home”
Martin Luther King III
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Personal Story
Residential woodsmoke/ solid fuel combustion pollution
Impacts of policy failures
I have been exposed to second-hand smoke my whole life. I was born in the 60s where my father
smoked around me in my first year of life. He put down his cigarettes after reading about the health
harms of tobacco smoking in a Reader’s Digest article for the first time. This simple educational
publication made a huge impact on my family’s life. Then in my childhood in the 70s it was a weekend
event to run into the house and shut doors and windows as our neighbours disposed of their
polystyrene fruit & vegetable boxes by burning them in the incinerator. My parents never made a
complaint as neighbour relations were paramount. The year incinerators were banned in Victoria a
relief swept over us that we would never again be exposed to such toxicity.
Fast forward 40 years, I am living in Glen Eira with a family of my own and my daughters are the same
age I was as the young child who endured incinerators. Though I have never smoked a cigarette in my
life, residential woodsmoke pollution has been with me throughout.
When new neighbours moved in next door 6 years
ago and that same hellish cloud of acrid smoke
blew across our garden and into our house, that
same panic arose: run into the house and shut the
doors and windows and wait for the respiratory
assault to end. Unlike the incinerations in the 70s,
we found our home engulfed in thick acrid smoke
not once a week, but multiple nights per week,
from 5pm onwards till past midnight. Our
neighbours entertained themselves around a fire
pit burning painted and treated waste wood from
construction sites, a benefit of their trade.
This was the beginning of what was to become a 3-year nightmare to protect our air. Even though
Glen Eira has an open fires law that prohibits fire pits without a permit, my family and I were not
protected by this law. When I contacted Council, the Civic Compliance Unit (CCU) said they could not
come out to inspect because the fires were occurring out of hours and so I was asked to submit
written, photographic and video evidence. For 6 months I refused to take the photos and videos of
my neighbour’s burning as it crossed a personal ethical line. We continued to suffer from the chronic
secondhand smoke exposure, so I succumbed in desperation. The council officer could not tell me if
the visual evidence he was asking me to provide was legal to obtain, if not ethical. After struggling to
interpret the Victorian Surveillance Devices Act 1999 I sought the help of a lawyer. The lawyer herself
was not familiar with the Act, but ultimately confirmed that the act of videoing my neighbours was
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not illegal. Regardless, each occasion that I was forced to take clandestine footage was personally
harrowing and frightening, causing me great emotional distress and shame. Yet, even after going to
great lengths, providing ample evidence, the Council still would/could not abate the fires.

Additionally, as many others find when making a smoke complaint, the offending resident is
emboldened in the knowledge that councils are reluctant regarding enforcement. This usually means
they not only continue to burn, but also to escalate the scale of the burning as retribution. In our case
a bonfire was built using thickly painted posts and palings from the fence of a demolition across the
road. Ultimately, we were also verbally harassed and subjected to willful property damage for
complaining. I no longer felt safe in my own home, and began to exhibit symptoms of post-traumatic
stress for which I had to seek costly professional help. We also bore the expense of adding
surveillance cameras as a safety measure. This distressing experience also caused us to withdraw
socially as our home was no longer an inviting place. Our neighbour’s form of entertainment meant
we could no longer enjoy our own property freely and share our place with our friends. This
heightened state of stress lasted for 3 years. The burning only ended, when I took the courageous
step of threatening to take the matter to the Magistrate’s Court, with legal backing. The mental and
emotional toll, as well as physical impacts of this experience still plague me personally - and drive me
to advocate for clean air for others who suffer the same anguish and neglect.
It’s not easy going public with a personal story, but when supporting others, I am repeatedly
astonished at how their personal stories mirror mine. When you hear others’ stories you feel less
alone. It reveals how smoke pollution goes beyond damaging health, but has ramifications for all
areas of a person’s life, complex and intertwined, ongoing – and costly in every way.
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More personal stories of woodsmoke pollution
The harmful impacts of woodsmoke pollution are largely hidden. These are some of the common
refrains of stress, medical distress, loss of freedom to enjoy one’s property that are repeatedly told to
us in private conversations, messages, letters or posted on social media, and paraphrased here:
“I can’t breathe in my own home”
“I can’t enjoy my garden; I’m driven inside because of the smoke”
“I feel like a prisoner in my own home”
“I have to put wet towels under the doors and windows to keep the smoke out”
“I can’t hang my washing outside”
“The children can’t play in the garden because of the sickening smoke”
“My children are asthmatics, every time we smell smoke, I’m terrified my children will get an asthma
attack and end up in hospital, or it might be the day it kills them”
“I can’t go for a walk in my neighbourhood, especially in winter because I have to walk through
plumes of smoke the whole time”
“I cycle to work to do the right thing for my health and help reduce vehicle pollution, but the whole
ride to the city, I’m breathing in thick smoky air – the cycling is like smoking cigarettes”
“I’ve got a heart condition; I’m frightened what all this smoke is doing to my health”
“My wife has cancer, and it’s really upsetting to not be able to make a safe space in our home for her
to have the best chance to recover – the smoke makes her feel sicker”
“I’m terrified of complaining to Council, because the neighbours might find out it’s me”
“Every time I call the Council to complain about the smoke, they say they can’t do anything – no one
will help us”
“The neighbours know that the smoke makes me sick, but they won’t stop burning”
“I ended up in emergency because the neighbours lit their fire pit again, even though I showed them
my medical papers. The triage nurse was so angry she wanted to call the police”
“During the lockdowns, 5 fire pits popped up in my street; fire pits are not allowed in our council area;
the smoke is coming from all directions, every day, all the time. I can’t breathe and Council won’t help
– in fact the council officer shouted at me to take the neighbours to court myself”
“I don’t feel safe in my own home after I made a complaint to Council; not only have I had to buy an
air monitor and air purifiers, but I’ve also had to buy surveillance cameras. This has just gotten worse
and worse, but I can’t afford to move”
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“I feel doomed, I don’t know what more to do; if
I were renting, I would have moved out by now”
“the neighbour’s wood heater was making our
whole family sick. We told the neighbours, but
they wouldn’t stop. We offered to pay to replace
the wood heater – they wouldn’t accept. Council
wouldn’t help us. We decided to take the matter
to court at great personal expense, and won the
case. But we still ended up selling our house as
we feared for our life, and now hated our
home.”
“Fire pits aren’t allowed in our area, but people
light them any way and the Council won’t
enforce its own law”
“I’ve can’t afford to buy an air monitor and air
purifiers; I feel so helpless”
“Mummy the scouts camp was so much fun, but
every night I was choking on the campfire smoke
– I couldn’t get away from it”
And so many, many more….
It is time to recognise discretionary residential wood
burning creates similar problems as backyard
incinerators.
We call on the Victorian State Government to protect all
Victorians by eliminating residential wood/solid fuel
burning.
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Residential wood-heaters are the highest human source of PM2.5
in Melbourne
The region of Melbourne is the area with the greatest population and therefore where the greatest
population exposure to pollution will occur. As our city grows, this exposure to population will
increase. Most Victorians would be unaware that the highest human source of PM2.5 pollution is
32%i from domestic solid fuel combustion from the ~10% of householdsii who own a wood heater.
This is greater than vehicle emissions at 28% and greater than industry, including coal-fired power
stations at 22%.

The EPA Victoria conservatively estimates that this small number of wood heaters emits a
staggering 9,000,000kgs/year of PM2.5iii – compare to 1,800,000kgs/yeariv emitted by Victoria’s coalfired power stations.
While coal-fired power stations are shutting down ahead of schedule and being replaced by clean
sustainable and renewable energy, and vehicle pollution is heading towards zero emissions with
electric technology, archaic residential wood burning continues unabated. This unregulated solid fuel
combustion has in fact risen in popularity in recent years. This defies EPA Victoria predictions based
on ABS datav that social trends would show a decline in wood burning over time.
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At a state level the EPA Victoria data shows wood-heater emissions equal that of industry emissions
and double that of all vehicle emissionsvi.

It is important to note that residential solid fuel combustion is largely discretionary and non-essential
lifestyle recreation. On the other hand, power generation and vehicle fuel combustion serve many
purposes for us to fulfill our lives, to conduct our business, to be productive, as well as some
proportion of discretionary use. Solid fuel combustion for domestic purposes can be exchanged for
clean electric very simply in most cases – yet the health and economic benefits would be
tremendous.

If 10% of Victorian households that own a
wood-heater generate 9,000,000kgs/year of PM2.5 toxic air pollution
and all our coal-fired power stations emit 1,800,000kgs/year
– which is the more pressing health and environmental concern?
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Residential woodsmoke PM2.5 air pollution – NO SAFE LEVEL
Summary of key facts:
*wood combustion produces tremendous levels of PM2.5 particulate pollution as well as emitting a
cocktail of hazardous carcinogenic chemicals & gases vii
*PM2.5 is how air quality is measured and is classified a Class 1 carcinogen (2013 WHO)viii
*PM2.5 are fine particles more than 100 times finer than human hair, behave as a gas, and pass
beyond the lungs when breathed in, entering the bloodstream and travelling to every cell in the
body, causing inflammation, now causally linked to numerous short- and long-term illnesses, diseases
and premature deathix
*WHO (2018) estimates that more than 7 million people die every yearx globally from exposure to
fine particles (cf. COVID death toll
of ~3 million people globally)
*there is no known safe level for
PM2.5 - even short term, low
exposure levels have health and
mortality impactsxi
*in Melbourne, wood heater
pollution is the highest source of
PM2.5 at 32%, above vehicle
pollution at 28%, above industry
emissions at 22% (this includes
coal-fired power stations)xii
*the 10% of households that own
a wood heater emit 9,000,000kgs
of PM2.5 in Victoria per year compare this to all our coal-fired
power station emissions of
1,800,000kgs per year (as cited previously)
*wood heaters cost the Victorian community over an estimated $3,800 per year in health costsxiii
*Wood heaters will cost the Victoria health system $8billion in the 10 years to 2028 xiv
*Woodsmoke emissions from fireplaces, BBQs, food smokers, fire pits, chimineas etc. are not
quantified by the EPA - it takes a small mental extrapolation to conceive the additional emissions
these less-efficient and more prevalent forms of woodsmoke pollution must generate
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EPA VICTORIA – air pollution policy failures
EPA Victoria air pollution policy position negative flow-on effects
Fundamental to the residential air pollution crisis being experienced in Victoria, is the EPA Victoria’s
effective disregard for the international scientific consensus that for PM2.5 particulate air pollution
“there is no evidence of a safe level of exposure or a threshold below which no adverse health
effects occur”xv. This is manifested in the
EPA Victoria’s website page on “Smoke and
the Law”xvi. Any Victorian referring to this
page would expect to see laws on smoke –
there are none. Instead, the main message
in the absence of strong regulations is to
“burn better”. The responsibility of
managing woodsmoke is handed to local
councils, which as you will see in the next
section, is a black hole from which no
resident can seek remedy.
The EPA Victoria’s policy on residential
wood heating resides in VARIATION OF
WASTE MANAGEMENT POLICY (SOLID FUEL
HEATING)xvii – which covers only wood
heater supply meeting current standards.
The only recent improvements made for wood-heater air pollution emissions was to tighten the still
highly polluting efficiency and emissions standards for wood-heaters. Wood heaters are so polluting
that even halving their emissions would still mean they emit unacceptable levels of pollutants. A
tighter emissions standard of 1.5g/kg of wood burned is an extraordinary theoretical emission of
1,500,000μg/kg. We also know from New Zealand studies that wood-heaters in real-life emit far
more (8 times more for low emission heaters) than the theoretical/laboratory test figuresxviii.
Older and dirtier wood-heaters are still permitted.
We would never allow a car on the road that had a fraction of the emissions of a wood-heater.
The State Environment Protection Policy (Ambient Air Quality) Policyxix sets a PM2.5 emissions target
– but how is this to be reached? There is no mechanism to regulate localised residential pollution.
Again, the responsibility sits squarely on local councils to address this issue. Councils then refer back
to EPA Victoria’s policy on how to “burn better” – leaving no option for remedy for those suffering
second-hand woodsmoke impacts to abate pollution on their properties and in their homes.
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EPA Victoria Air Monitoring - Inadequate & Misleading
EPA Victoria has failed and continues to fail to
protect Victorians from air pollution. Their
monitoring of air pollution, as was damningly
reported in the Victorian Auditor-General Office
(VAGO) Report of 2018xx, continues to be
inadequate. The report highlighted EPA Victoria
AirWatch fails to inform the community of the
real air pollution levels to which they are being
exposed. Our comparison monitoring of a citizen
science network of real-time particulate matter
monitors, PurpleAir, consistently reveals that
EPA AirWatch downplays the real pollution levels. The sparsity of monitoring stations means local
woodsmoke and other air pollution local “hot spots” fail to be measured. EPA AirWatch forecasts
simply do not provide adequate warnings of real pollution threats. This is especially concerning for
those most vulnerable to pollution – the health-compromised, elderly and very young. If they are
misled into thinking that air is safe to breathe when it is not, it becomes a safety as well as a health
issue.

EPA Victoria – Lack of data provision of PM2.5 domestic solid fuel
combustion in NPI
– a failure to inform leads to misinformation
EPA Victoria does not provide data to the National Pollution Inventory (NPI) on PM2.5 emissions from
domestic solid fuel combustion (wood-heaters) even though it is the greatest source of emissions in
Melbourne, and a major source in Victoria.
This omission is a grave injustice to Victorians and for those advocating for clean air to argue their
position with any credibility. It means that clean air advocacy organisations such as Environmental
Justice Australia (EJA) provide data tables in the People’s Clean Air Action Plan Victoria (PCCAPV)
showing coal-fired power stations as the greatest emitters of PM2.5 (2,200,000kgs PM2.5 in 2018/19
NPI)xxi, when in fact domestic solid fuel combustion is more than 3 times more polluting
(8,995,000kgs/year EPA Victoria 2017). But this data is not in the NPI, and so it is excluded. (There
was a commitment made by EJA to include the domestic solid fuel combustion figure in the PCAAPV,
but this has not occurred as at the time of this submission).
EPA Victoria is obliged to provide air pollution data updates at least every census year, yet due to
failures to provide updates, Victorians are still forced to refer to data dating back to 2006 census
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year. EPA Victoria failed to provide any data at all for 2011. Clean Air Communities made requests to
EPA Victoria for updated data, and were given provisional data for 2016 via email communications
with Dr Paul Torre (EPA Victoria Senior Applied Scientist - Air & Odour). But this data is still not
finalised and publicly available, and we are now in 2021, a new census year.
Victorians and clean air advocates
require the latest information to fully
understand the impacts of air pollution
on our population. We are living
through a global COVID-19 respiratory
pandemic where air quality is of
paramount importance in protecting
health. In the absence of official data
from the EPA we are forced to rely on
newspaper publications to infer the
state of affairs. E.g., The Age newspaper
reported during the 2020 COVID-19
lockdown period that sales of firewood
in Victoria had reached record levelsxxii, and the previous year had seen doubling of sales. We can
infer from this that the past estimates of emissions from wood heaters must be greatly exceeded –
but by how much? This state of affairs also reveals what happens in the absence of adequate public
health knowledge. A respiratory pandemic should have instigated a moratorium on all discretionary
solid fuel burning to protect our air and so our health. But in an information vacuum, fire pits became
the latest stay-at-home accessory, polluting homes and backyards across Melbourne.

EPA Victoria – new funding & new powers - nothing new for clean air
It is a terrible blow for those
waiting years for improved action
from EPA Victoria on air quality,
that would make a real difference
to the lives of Victorians, to find
the new powers and new funding
have provided no difference for
cleaner air. We have new names,
but no innovation – behind new
names are the same old tired
policies:
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General Environmental Duty – Air (new name – old policy)
The Victorian Government promised that its inquiry would deliver “a world class regulator that
prevents harm to the environment and public health” – yet the amendments made to the
Environment Protection Act 2017 which come into effect in July 2021 see no changes for air under
the General Environmental Duty, the centerpiece of the new Act. It is damning to see that the same
old EPA Victoria website entry is referred to for reducing woodsmoke viz. choosing the right wood &
how to maintain your wood-heaterxxiii. This archaic position ensures that wood-heaters remain a
greater polluter than coal-fired power stations in Melbourne, and due to their location in homes and
backyards have the greatest exposure impact on Victorians. This is a failure of duty to protect the
environment and prevent harm to public health.
State Environment Protection Policies (SEPPs) Ambient Air Quality – (new name, old
policy)
Again, we see no innovation here, but merely an adoption of the existing National Environment
Protection Council (Ambient Air Quality) Measure (NEPM)xxiv . This provides no change in standards
on PM2.5, only an improvement for PM10 standards and a standard for visibility reducing particles.
Current epidemiology and scientific research suggest there is no safe level for PM2.5 – that is the
standard EPA Victoria should adopt especially for domestic solid fuel combustion which is mostly
discretionary and lifestyle recreation. Why continue to take the path of permitting it?
State Environment Protection Policies
(SEPPs) Air Quality Management – (new
name, old policy)
Again, there is no innovation or progress on the
“Management of Solid Fuel Heaters”xxv with
stagnation on action to improve emissions from
highly polluting wood heaters.
Sections 39 states:
(1) Solid fuel heaters manufactured in Victoria
must comply with standards specified by the
Authority or made under the Act.
(2) The Authority will investigate measures,
including the introduction of subordinate
legislation and incentives, to discourage reliance
on non-compliant solid fuel heaters and open
fireplaces.
3) The Authority will encourage the replacement of non-compliant solid fuel heaters with heaters
that: (a) comply with relevant standards; and (b) are energy efficient. (4) The Authority will conduct
information campaigns on the: (a) correct installation and operation of solid fuel heaters; (b)
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selection and storage of fuel for use in solid fuel heaters; and (c) potential impacts on air quality of
solid fuel heaters and ways in which those impacts may be avoided
By continuing to adopt only ineffective standards and a weak stance to simply discourage use of old
wood-heaters, we will not alleviate the tremendous burden that wood-heaters place on our
community. Failure to take stronger action will lead to costly ongoing heath, wellbeing and
productivity impacts for Victoria and its economy.
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LOCAL COUNCIL – FAILURE TO PROTECT
Local government has been given the responsibility of managing residential solid fuel combustion
emissions, yet councils are unwilling and/or unable to act to protect the health of their residents from
woodsmoke. Complainants who contact their council will be informed that wood-heaters and often
open air burning are legally permitted. They will also be referred to EPA Victoria advice on burning
with clean dry wood and better heater operation. Onsite inspections are often not conducted. We
understand the only council in Victoria to use air monitoring equipment (which they hired) is
Mornington Peninsula Council. Council regulation is not science-based. Woodsmoke can also be
coming from multiple sources, yet local councils are only able to deal with individual sources. Councils
lack the expertise, resources and capacity to manage residential woodsmoke.

Local Councils winding back open fires laws
There is no council we know of in Victoria that has
introduced any wood-heater emission controls in their
local laws. Those that have local laws to protect
residents from open air burning are winding them back
(e.g., Maroondah, Victoria) in the name of social
benefits of gathering around fires. Kingston Council is
currently reviewing their open fires law.
Bayside City Council showed us clearly why air quality
issues should not be a council responsibility. Last year
they made a mockery of a petition to ban outdoor solid
fuel burning by putting it to the public as a Have Your
Say – without any public health information. A media
circus ensued with lampooning of the “unAustralian”
idea and its subsequent failure to be adopted.
In the 2019 Glen Eira local law review, council staff recommended lifting restrictions on open fires,
with the Team Leader of Civic Compliance Unit stating in a public forum that the community would
reap social and mental health benefits from gathering around a fire. This change to the local law was
not based on adequate consultation and research into the established negative health and wellbeing
impacts of woodsmoke air pollution. The Council received the highest number of submissions on the
open fires clauses. These submissions described the serious health impacts of residential
woodsmoke, the personal stories of suffering from woodsmoke exposure and the damning data of
the prevalence and scale of residential woodsmoke pollution. This is information the council should
have provided to inform its community and Councillors. The existing restrictions were commendably
upheld, but enforcement and community education remain absent.
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Local Council - failures to educate on harms of woodsmoke
The responsibility to educate the community on woodsmoke is given to local councils. From our
experience this education is absent across the state. Where open fires laws exist, there is a very low
awareness level of the laws, or a flagrant disregard for them, as knowledge is widespread on council
unwillingness to enforce these laws. Glen Eira Council promised at the 2019 law review to conduct a
public education campaign on the open fires law, to raise awareness. There has been no action by
council on this in the 1.5 years since. In fact, in the absence of council education information, it was
observed in social media and local neighbourhoods, that backyard burning increased dramatically
during the 2020 lockdowns. News reports of firewood sales in Victoria reached record levels (and had
already doubled in the previous year - The Age, 2020). The increase in wood burning has occurred
during a COVID-19 pandemic when respiratory health has needed the greatest protection. This has
been a great failure of duty to protect residents.
Approaches made to the Glen Eira Environmental Health Officer (EHO) to request a health campaign
on woodsmoke pollution proved fruitless. The EHO officer showed a low awareness and
understanding of smoke pollution issues (a requirement of the role) and indicated that smoke
pollution responsibilities had been given to the CCU. The CCU was the group who was effectively
incapable or unwilling to enforce the open fires law in a personal case; who attempted to dismantle
the open fires law at the law review, stating at a public forum that it was beneficial for the
community, mentally and socially, to gather around a fire. This was a deterrent to any further
attempts being made to instigate a health awareness campaign regarding woodsmoke.

Local Council Failure to act, legislate or enforce existing laws
Personally, in the 13 years I have lived in Glen Eira I have only called council twice to make a
complaint about wood-heater smoke, even though woodsmoke has impacted my family throughout
this time. The first complaint was made in the winter
of 2008. I was told by a council officer that I needed to
specify the house from which the offending smoke
was coming from in order for them to act. The smoke
was coming from all directions; as I couldn’t meet
their requirements the complaint fell away. This
deterred any future complaints being made. The
second complaint was made this year. The home
which pollutes our air every cool/cold day was
specified. The council was told the household burns
scrap fencing material which is regularly stock-piled at
the side of the house. The emissions from the
chimney smell like creosote and sicken us, so that we
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can't be in our garden, and need to retreat indoors and close up the home. The sickly smoke still
infiltrates our closed home. The Glen Eira CCU officer addressed this complaint by simply making a
phone call to the household and asking what they burned. When he was told only clean pine and red
gum was burned the case was closed. There was no onsite inspection or any other avenue for
remedy. So, our family continues to be exposed to this sickening toxic woodsmoke. This story is
repeated in other neighbourhoods – council will not provide remedy for woodsmoke pollution.

Local Council - inaction on health impacts of air pollution
Federal Senate Inquiry 2013 Recommendations
The Federal Senate Inquiry (2013) on Health Impacts of Air Pollution on Australiansxxvi was disturbed
by findings of the disproportionate contribution that residential wood-burning made to urban air
pollution. They recommended "that local councils continue to manage the use of wood heaters in
their own jurisdictions through the use of bans, buy-backs, minimum efficiency standards, and
other mechanisms as appropriate to protect the health of their local communities”xxvii. Eight years
on councils seem unaware of this investigation and its recommendations. Glen Eira, like other
councils, has put in no controls on wood heater emissions. There is nothing in legislation that compels
councils to take action. There is inequality and injustice in having this issue managed at a local level;
all Victorians deserve the same access to clean air - not just the privileged jurisdictions that may take
action on this issue.

Local council lack will,
resources or expertise
to manage residential
air pollution
When EPA Victoria conducted
stakeholder consultations for a
variation on their Solid Fuel Heating
policy paper (2018) - this included
the Municipal Association of Victoria
and local councils. Their response to
EPA Victoria was that “local councils
were not best placed to address air
quality issues''xxviii.
Household solid fuel burning simply cannot be regulated by local councils in our experience.
Knowledge, expertise and air monitoring equipment is absent, often not even considered. There are
no known controls on emissions, and enforcement of any existing laws is effectively non-existent. Any
meaningful action would require a great deal of resources, even if there were a will to act. At a
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minimum, Councils would need to implement a major health campaign of the scale of Quit Smoking
cigarettes to have an impact. Ironically, councils have "smoke-free" spaces throughout public spaces
but those same spaces can be engulfed in woodsmoke, which is 1000s times more polluting than a
cigarette. Our laws need to have logical and scientific consistency.

It would be a disservice to all Victorians to continue to have this issue ignored. This responsibility
needs to be removed from local councils where it has languished unaddressed. Residential
woodsmoke pollution needs to be managed for all Victorians by the Victorian Government through
the EPA Victoria who has the knowledge, expertise and authority when it comes to air quality.
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Climate Emergency – residential solid fuel combustion
global warming impacts
Victoria proudly has the highest percentage of local government jurisdictions who have declared a
climate emergency of any state (30 out of 79) in Australia, with Darebin Council being the first in the
world to do so in 2016.

Local Councils – lack of consideration of wood burning impacts on global
warming
It is very commendable that councils such as Glen Eira Council have declared a climate emergency,
yet it appears there is a lack of awareness that wood burning is not just our city’s biggest source of air
pollution, but also a global warming accelerant. There seems to be no knowledge or
acknowledgement of the impacts that wood burning has on global warming – not in any current
environmental strategies or action plans or any carbon reduction advice. The only advice available on
heating in the Glen Eira Council plan refers to the Sustainability Victoria website, which advocates
wood-heater use as a cheap option, even though it is highly pollutingxxix.
Wood burning releases not just CO2, but also direct and indirect global warming emissions including,
black carbon, methane, ozone, and NOx and SOx, which are multiple times more impactful than CO2.

Wood felling and firewood collection impacts on biodiversity & health
According to recent modelling, for 55 different commodity sectors, the costs to Australia from not
meeting the Paris Accord target from now to 2050, is $1.19 trillion dollars. Damage to infrastructure
($611 billion from lost property values); agricultural and labour productivity losses ($211 billion), and
losses in biodiversity and human health ($368 billion). That is a total cumulative loss of nearly $2.7
trillion from climate change. Compare this to the current GDP of approx. $1.9 trillion and total wealth
$10.9 trillion in Australiaxxx.
Given the tremendous cost impacts of global warming on our future economy, there needs to be an
acknowledgement of the domestic solid fuel combustion contributions. Australian households burn
between 4.5 and 5.5 million tonnes of wood every year, over half of which is consumed in New
South Wales and Victoriaxxxi. Generally, households in colder areas burn 4 tonnes of wood per year
(3.75 tonnes in Melbourne region and 4.4 tonnes in the rest of Victoria)xxxii.
Wood is sourced both legally and illegally. Scouring the forest of living and dead wood has
tremendous impacts on biodiversity. In Victoria’s Flora and Fauna Guarantee (FFG) Act 1988xxxiii, “loss
of coarse woody debris from Victorian native forests and woodlands” is listed as a “Potentially
Threatening Process”. There are at least 17 animal species listed under the FFG Act which are
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threatened by firewood collection from native forests and woodlands. Forests need to be protected
from this unnecessary foraging for the purposes of discretionary domestic burning.
Victorians’ health is inextricably linked to the health of the planet. Loss of biodiversity is directly
linked to poor outcomes for human health. Tragically Australia is among the top seven countries
worldwide responsible for 60% of the world’s biodiversity loss between 1996 and 2008 and Australia
ranks as the second worst of the group, with a biodiversity loss of 5-10%xxxiv. Our precious forests
need protection from being burned for discretionary recreational use in our homes and backyards.
Wood harvesting and collection is directly linked to biodiversity losses as flora and fauna and insects
are

reliant on both living and dead trees for food and habitat. The decomposition of debris on the forest
floor is critical to soil nutrient and overall forest health. Yet people see the act of wood collection
from our forests as a benevolent act of “tidying up”.
(Figure) xxxv
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Wood burning is carbon neutral – it’s a myth
Wood burning is mistakenly seen by many as a carbon neutral activity. Many well-meaning, but
incorrectly informed Victorians have converted from coal-based electricity to wood burning for heat.
This is done as a carbon-neutral strategy, as wood is seen as a renewable resource, that can be
burned and replaced by new trees. This strategy is universally seen by scientists as a myth and an
accounting error. A tree that is burned in one evening possibly took 50 years or more to capture that
carbon that is released in one night. The replacement rate of trees planted to compensate for trees
burned is simply not practicable in the climate emergency time frame - which is immediate. The tree
is removed from the carbon-capture environment, released as global-warming emissions and its
absence is also felt in biodiversity impacts.
Given that wood heating could be considered to cause more than 10 times as much global warming
as gas or reverse cycle air–conditioningxxxvi, can we afford to continue to permit discretionary woodburning in residential areas?
Burning wood produces far more carbon

than burning fossil fuels,
for each kilowatt hour of electricity produced
The result is a large carbon debt,
with emissions often 3 times or more
those of burning fossil fuels

The comments here are made in
reference to the more efficient
biomass plantsxxxvii. We can infer
from this that the far less efficient
residential indoor and outdoor
burning will have far higher carbon
emissions per kg of wood burned.

Letter of Scientists regarding Japanese Policies for Using Wood for
Bioenergy (March 14, 2020)
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Failure to Protect – the poorest & most vulnerable
Victorians
The trend for wood-burning fire pits and fireplaces is rising significantly amongst wealthier and
aspirational residents as a fashionable lifestyle choice. The poorest and most vulnerable in our
community (including our indigenous peoples) are seen as economically necessitating wood burning.
When Victorian Minister for Health, Martin Foley, met air pollution protesters on the steps of
Parliament House in March this year, he was asked if he knew the answer to the question on the
protest poster (pictured front cover of this report – “How much PM2.5 air pollution do wood-heaters
emit in Victoria? Answer = 9,000,000kgs/year!”). He replied “No” and followed with a kind-hearted
comment about his concern for the poorer in our community who cannot afford alternative heating.
It is in fact the poorest that need the most help to avoid using wood heating as it is the lower
socioeconomic groups who are already have higher rates of illness, disability and death and live
shorter livesxxxviii. This is most tragically and starkly seen in our indigenous population, who have a
shorter life expectancy than non-Indigenous Australians and are at least twice as likely to rate their
health as fair or poor. Compared with non-Indigenous Australians, Indigenous Australians are also:
•

2.9 times as likely to have long-term ear or hearing problems among children

•

2.7 times as likely to smoke

•

2.7 times as likely to experience high or very high levels of psychological distress

•

2.1 times as likely to die before their fifth birthday

•

1.9 times as likely to be born with low birthweight

•

1.7 times as likely to have a disability or restrictive long-term health conditionxxxix

Our indigenous peoples are culturally more exposed to woodsmoke pollution - they deserve
education awareness campaigns that allow them to make informed choices to improve their health
and that of their families and communities.
The poorest in Victoria are the ones who can least afford to be exposed to their own and other’s
toxic emissions (studies show homes with wood-heaters exceed WHO air quality guidelines, with
household income the strongest predictor of nearly all measures of PM assessedxl). The poorest are
least likely to access adequate health care in cases of adverse exposure to air pollution and so would
suffer the worst outcomes.
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The poorest are also least
likely to have access to
“clean” firewood. They
are unlikely to afford the
firewood available at the
local petrol station, or to
drive long distances to
collect the free firewood,
permitted by DELWP to
be taken from State
Forests. (2m3 maximum
volume may be collected per person per dayxli).
Sadly, what is more likely, is the use of painted/treated waste construction and fencing material and
green garden wood cuttings.
Housing conditions have a profound and unequal impact on health. The poorest are most likely to
be living in poorly constructed and leaky homes. They would not be able to afford home sealing and
draught-prevention strategies to seal their homes from air pollution. They are also not able to afford
the luxury of a good quality air purifier to clean their indoor air, or air monitoring devices to
understand their air pollution exposure.
It is for all these reasons that our poorest and most vulnerable need our support to transition from
polluting solid fuel sources to clean electric, efficient heat pump technology. This provides both
heating and cooling options. Cooling is becoming a greater priority as our climate change warming
increases, ensuring our elderly and vulnerable Victorians can live in comfort in hot summers as well
as cold winters. This can be delivered with a Healthy Homes for All type program, improving home
efficiency, sealing homes and upgrading heating/cooling, and protecting indoor air from external
pollutants.
An easy real-time practical solution to this problem is to prioritise poorer wood-heating homes in
the Victorian Budget 2020/21 household energy efficiency package which replaces old wood, electric
or gas fired heaters with new energy-efficient systems that are safer and cheaper to runxlii. This will
ensure the most polluting heating source is removed ahead of electric and gas homes.
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Failure to Protect – the youngest and unborn children
We know PM2.5 particles are so fine that they pass the lung membrane, enter the bloodstream and
can travel to every organ of the body causing inflammation and short- and long-term illness and
disease – none are more vulnerable than the youngest Victorians – even the unbornxliii.

Prenatal Impacts of PM2.5 on children include:
•
•
•
•

Maternal exposure to PM2.5 may increase the risk of congenital hypothyroidism in the
offspringxliv
Exposure during pregnancy and infancy and incident asthmaxlv
Maternal Exposure to PM2.5 during pregnancy increases risk for high blood pressure in
childhoodxlvi
Increased risk of specified infant mortalityxlvii

Impacts of PM2.5 exposure on young children include:
•
•
•
•
•

Acute effects of ambient PM2.5 on lung function among schoolchildrenxlviii
Children's respiratory health and oxidative potentialxlix
Higher risk of young children developing asthmal
PM2.5 and its chemical constituents impacts on lifetime-ever pneumoniali
Increased symptoms of psychiatric disorders, like anxiety and suicidalitylii

The highest concentrations of PM2.5 will be experienced by pregnant women and young children in
their own homes and backyards, where ground level PM2.5 from residential solid fuel combustion
occurs. By allowing unregulated residential combustion to continue we put the unborn and the young
in harms way, setting them up for short- and long-term ill health consequences.
It’s time to put the young ones first.
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Wood Heaters – can we afford to continue to burn wood for fuel?
Heating with wood is often seen as a cheaper option. But what is the real cost of wood-heating
beyond a person’s ability to access free firewood.
A single wood heater is estimated to cost the community approx. $3,800 per year in health costs. The
EPA Victoria estimates that wood heaters alone will cost the Victorian economy over $8 billion in the
10 years to 2028. This costing does not address the other far-reaching health and well-being
ramifications of woodsmoke pollution exposure on a social, emotional and cognitive level. Nor the
productivity implications when these impacts have flow-on effects to employment and effective
participation in the economy.

Cost of woodsmoke pollution - links to short- & long-term illness
& disease & premature mortality
Exposure to PM2.5 from woodsmoke is now linked to a myriad of short- and long-term illness and
disease that is largely unquantified.
PM2.5 exposure is linked to:

Short term illnesses and premature death linked to PM2.5liii
Numerous scientific studies have linked particle pollution exposure to a variety of problems,
including:
• premature death in people with heart or lung disease
• nonfatal heart attacks
• irregular heartbeat
• aggravated asthma
• decreased lung function
• increased respiratory symptoms, such as irritation of the airways, coughing or difficulty
breathing

Examples of long-term illnesses & deaths linked to PM2.5
•
•
•

significantly associated with an increased hazard of first hospital admission with Parkinson’s
disease and Alzheimer’s disease and related dementiasliv
after twenty years of epidemiological studies, scientists have revealed a significant correlation
between fine particle pollutants and respiratory morbidity and mortalitylv
irreversible vision losslvi
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Premature Deaths linked to PM2.5
WHO estimates that in 2016lvii:
• 58% of outdoor air pollution-related premature deaths were due to ischaemic heart disease
and strokes, while
• 18% of deaths were due to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and acute lower respiratory
infections respectively, and
• 6% of deaths were due to lung cancer

The quantified cost of discretionary wood heating to the
Victorian economy runs into $billions
– but there are so many unaccounted short- and long-term
costs from illness, disease, death, disability, loss of
well-being, social and mental health impacts,
it is simply unsustainable and poor economic management to
continue to permit this willful polluting
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The Unquantified Sources of Residential Woodsmoke Pollution
Of great concern to us are the sources of residential woodsmoke pollution that emanate from
Victoria’s backyards – unmonitored and unquantified by EPA Victoria. This form of wood burning is
the least efficient and more polluting per kilogram of wood burned. It emanates at ground level in
close proximity to the burner, their family, and frequently the neighbours. This woodsmoke blows
across neighbourhoods, unrestricted and unregulated. Even in council areas with open air burning
laws, we have found invariably these are not enforced – even with vigorous complaints, no action is
taken to abate the fires.
The backyard is currently a Wild
West of burn anything you like,
whenever you like and for however
long you like. Wood-fired BBQs, long
slow wood smokers and cookers,
pizza ovens, chimineas, fire pits –
there is an endless supply of devices,
cheap and accessible and touted as
the premium lifestyle choice from
any Bunnings or outdoor lifestyle
store. If 10% of households with a
wood heater generate a third of
pollution in Melbourne, or
9,000,000kgs/year in Victoria – it
doesn’t take much mental
extrapolation to conceive of how much additional emissions these less efficient and more prevalent
forms of wood burning must generate in Victoria.
It is time for this form of discretionary wood-burning in back yards to be relegated to history as was
done with incinerators, and replaced with clean efficient, sustainably-sourced electric devices.

The particulate emissions/minute from 1 fire pit
is equal to that from
three average big-rig diesel trucks or
the secondhand smoke from 800 cigarettes
Source: South Coast Air Quality Management District based on air monitoring in March 2013
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Messaging Matters – we can only change what we are aware of
An urgent need for a public health campaign on woodsmoke
Victorians have a right to know and understand the harmful health impacts of their discretionary
wood-burning activities. They deserve the opportunity to make informed choices. The only messaging
Victorians currently have come from vested interests who have profit motives to sell wood-burning
products and promote indoor and outdoor wood-burning activities as aspirational and fashionable
lifestyle choices. None of the wood-burning products come with a health warning.
An example of powerful environmental
media messaging is that of waste-tolandfill. The impulse to save items from
landfill is now commendably powerful,
prompting reuse and recycling of
household products. However, in the
absence of any health messaging on
woodsmoke hazards, it is a common
sight on social media groups for people
to implore for someone to save their
stockpile of painted and treated wood
for re-purposing as firewood:
Wood in Landfill = bad;
Wood burned (& converted into a toxic
cocktail of emissions into our air) = good
Our air can be considered more precious than land and water. Contaminated land and water can be
remedied reasonably quickly, and normality restored. But regarding air, every second we have a
biological imperative to breathe – that is happening in real time. If our air is contaminated, we cannot
avoid exposure easily or immediately. There is no permanent remedy for contaminated air as long as
we treat it as a dumping ground.
Victorians deserve a public health campaign of the scale of “Quit Smoking” or “Slip-Slop-Slap” – to be
fully informed and make healthy choices for themselves, their family, their neighbours and friends.
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Time for Victoria to be the gold standard for clean air
- introducing legislation that others will follow
*In 1970 Victoria became the first in the world to introduce legislation for compulsory wearing of
seatbelts; within 14 months the other Australian states followed
*In 2016 a Victorian Council became the first in the world to declare a climate emergency; since
then, almost 2,000 jurisdictions around the world have followed
Victoria has shown it can be a leader for progressive policies and health initiatives. The time has come
for the Victorian State Government to introduce clean air policies that make a real difference to
Victorians – where they live, work and play.
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Public Attitudes on wood-burning have shifted
Victorians have a right to a public education campaign that will fully inform them of the harms of
wood burning, so that they make informed choices that will protect their health.
There is a perception that Australians love burning wood at all costs, however a recent Asthma
Australia nationally representative survey of 25,000 peoplelviii completed in November 2020, revealed
otherwise.
Asthma Australia asked the Australian public about their attitudes to woodfire heaters and their
regulation.
General Population views:
*77% agree woodfire heaters should not be allowed in urban or built-up areas
*55% agree they should be phased out
*54% agree they should be banned completely
Asthmatics views were even stronger:
*84% support for regulation of woodfire heaters in urban built-up areas,
*71% support for a scheme to phase them out completely
*65% agreeing they should be banned
Critically, people who are exposed to wood heaters said they are largely unable to protect
themselves from the smoke, - Asthma Australia considers this a signal for support for government
regulation.

Victorian Local Government Election Candidates Survey 2020
– Clean Air Communities survey shows mood for change
Given management of residential woodsmoke pollution is a responsibility of local councils, Clean Air
Communities conducted a survey of prospective Councillors. During the 2020 Victorian Council
Elections, Clean Air Communities reached out to over 1,000 council candidates to seek their views on
woodsmoke pollution; 352 Candidates responded. The survey asked questions that would reveal their
awareness and knowledge of prevalence and health impacts of woodsmoke, and their desire for
clean air policy action. At the same time, it was hoped this would provide an opportunity to raise
awareness where it could be lacking.
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Revelations of the 2020
Local Council Candidate
Survey results:
Question 1:
Candidates showed a
concerning, but not
unexpected, low awareness
level of the prevalence of
woodsmoke pollution.
This is no doubt due to the
absence of broad-based
distribution of health
information
Question 2:
Candidates showed a low
level of understanding of
how highly polluting woodburning.
Once again, this is not
unexpected as such
information is only found in
esoteric documents written
by EPA Victoria, or scientific
papers. The average person
would not have access to this
emissions data.
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Revelations of the 2020
Local Council Candidate
Survey results:
Question3:
Candidates showed a greater
knowledge on the health
hazards of woodsmoke, but
almost half of the candidates do
not realise that the smoke they
produce in their backyards
harms themselves and their
families and neighbours. This
again reveals how important it is
to have a public health campaign
on residential woodsmoke
pollution.

Question 4:
(ends with “Does this concern
you?”, abbreviated in image)
Candidates showed a high level
of concern regarding the health
impacts of woodsmoke.
This is a very important finding
as it shows that when people are
informed of the health impacts,
they will respond with care and
concern. In the absence of
health education, people
become unwitting polluters.
Victorians have a right to be
informed.
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Revelations of the 2020
Local Council Candidate
Survey results:
Question 5:
The most important finding of the
survey was that candidates
showed a high level of support for
action for clean air – including a
wood heater phase-out scheme.
This shows us that a public health
information campaign on health
harms of woodsmoke would
create support for clean air
initiatives.

While Victoria shifts towards a clean sustainable energy and net zero waste future, with coal-fired
power stations closing ahead of schedule and vehicle manufacturing shifting to electric, it is
inconceivable that the greatest polluters, our wood burning households, continue to be permitted to
pollute.
Bushfire smoke is an increasing threat with climate change, planned burns smoke stifles our air for
months, wood heaters pollute on any cool/cold days, and fire pits, chimineas, wood-fired BBQs, food
smokers and slow cookers can be lit at any time unregulated/unenforced.
We need to stop discretionary lifestyle recreational burning.

“there is nothing radical about clean air or water”
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE INQUIRY
INTO HEALTH IMPACTS OF AIR POLLUTION IN VICTORIA
Clean Air Communities submits that the incontrovertible health and scientific data from over two
decades of research on PM2.5 impacts, should lead to the elimination of a major source of humaninduced air pollution – discretionary residential solid fuel combustion.
The following recommendations, to be commenced concurrently, will lead to massive billion-dollar
savings and significant improvements in short and long-term health, community well-being and
quality of life:

Recommendation 1- Management of air pollution by EPA Victoria
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)

Transfer management responsibilities for residential solid fuel combustion emissions from
Local Government, which has insufficient capacity to address air quality issues, to EPA
Victoria
Compel EPA Victoria to adopt the position of “No Safe Level” science of PM2.5 and
woodsmoke – in lieu of the current “burn better/burn right” position and advice
Compel EPA Victoria to increase monitoring where people live, work and spend their time
– Victorians deserve to have accurate data on their air
EPA Victoria to release retrospectively the PM2.5 emissions data on domestic solid fuel
combustion to the NPI for all previous years to 1990, when it was first available. Victorians
deserve to know the pollution levels they unwittingly created and were exposed to
EPA Victoria be given new powers and funding that will allow it to assist in the
implementation of the following recommendations, as appropriate

Recommendation 2 – Public health education campaign
Introduce a broad-based public health education campaign to inform and educate all Victorians
(including special programs for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and those from nonEnglish-speaking backgrounds) of the harms of woodsmoke/solid fuel combustion emissions
exposure. Victorians have a right to be informed.
Note:
(i)
This needs to be akin and of the scale of the hugely successful Quit Smoking tobacco and
the Slip-Slop-Slap cancer prevention campaigns
(ii)
Information needs to delivered into Victorians homes via powerful television and radio
broadcasting, as well as social media and EPA Victoria website information pages
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Recommendation 3 – Health warning labelling
Immediately require all retail wood/solid fuel-burning devices (wood heaters, BBQs, chimineas, fire
pits, food smokers, slow smoker cookers etc.) to have mandatory health warning labelling, akin to the
health warnings on cigarette packaging. This will serve to educate on the health harms.

Recommendation 4 – Polluter pays
Introduce an interim pollution levy on all existing wood/solid fuel burning devices, concurrently with
a notification of an imminent phase-out of solid fuel burning devices (Recommendations 5 and 6).
This will serve to:
(i)
act as a signal of the health harms of the device
(ii)
provide funds for the mandatory health labelling program in Recommendation 3
(iii)
provide funds for a wood/solid fuel-burning device replacement program

Recommendation 5 – Removal of wood-heaters and fireplaces
Commence implementation of a wood-heater buy-back/replacement scheme that requires residents
to convert indoor wood-heating devices to clean efficient electric appliances, with an end date by
which full conversion is required:
(i)
No new wood-heater and fireplace installations permitted
(ii)
Utilise the current Victorian Budget 2020/21 household energy efficiency package program
to prioritise the conversion of wood heaters for the neediest, ahead of gas or old electric
conversions
(iii)
Implement a Healthy Homes for All type program to help subsidise home sealing and
insulation; convert wood heaters to cheap efficient heat pump technology which both
heats and cools. As we migrate to renewables, this will be a zero emissions scenario
(iv)
Require removal of wood heaters and fireplaces upon sale of a home, when sale occurs
prior to the full conversion date

Recommendation 6 – Phase-out of all residential solid fuel
combustion
(i)
(ii)

Commence the phase-out of retail sales of any new outdoor wood/solid fuel-burning
devices, replacing with clean electric options only
Set an end date by which sales and use of solid fuel-burning devices will no longer be
permitted
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